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Charitable Activities of the Sponsors of the 2016 DTU 

Student Talent and Beauty Contest 

 

From March 13th to 20th, the seventeen contestants who competed in the Finals of the 2016 DTU Student 

Beauty and Talent Contest also participated in some charitable activities with their sponsors. 

 

Despite the hot weather, DTU students visited several locations in Danang to give two hundred sets of 

food and corn milk to the needy, sponsored by Trang’s Kitchen.  

  

   

Students donate food and milk to the needy   

 

Students were also advised on make-up and photography by the Kong Wedding Company, with new 

Mobistar smart phones and tasty cups of tea from the Feeling Tea Shop for relaxation.  

 

Students also took part in a Safe Driving School Day at the DMC dormitory, held by The Trang Lee 

Piaggio Safety Company, and test-drives at the Liberty and Vespa ABS Company. They wore Vietnam 

Flag T-shirts and led a road show on the streets and bridges of Danang to demonstrate their youthful spirit 

and show other students how to drive safely. 
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DTU students in the Vietnam Youth Ao Dai dresses, designed by Tam Tran   

 

Costume designer Tam Tran worked with the seventeen contestants to create a collection of traditional Ao 

Dai dresses, to celebrate the 85th anniversary of Ho Chi Minh Communist Youth Union. DTU students 

were very proud to wear the dresses adorned with Lotuses, Vietnamese Drums, Vietnamese Heroic 

Mothers and the Vietnamese Islands.  

 

The Finals will be held at the Trung Vuong Theatre in Danang on March 20th. There will be two first 

prizes worth 2 million VND each, certificates and 100% English course scholarships. Then two second 

prizes of 1.5 million each, two third prizes of 1 million, a prize for the Most Favorite Contestant of 1 

million and one talent prize of 1 million.   

 

The seventeen finalists will receive certificates and scholarships of 50% at the DTU Olympia English 

Center. The four winners will sign modeling contracts with the Hong Kong Wedding Company and 

receive other prizes from the organizers and sponsors. 
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